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Due to winds and the temperatures dropping to -17 degrees Fahrenheit in the past
weeks, work in the river channel has been limited. Thus the contractor has concentrated
efforts on breaking ice and working on piling for the Pierre side abutment. During the
streak of extreme cold weather, the Missouri River had frozen over from bank to bank.
When warmer weather allows for the ice to melt or float downstream, and work in the
channel can resume.
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Cold Weather Affecting Construction Work  

Ice jams have enclosed the barges and tugboat, and the construction crews have been working daily to break
up the surrounding ice in the river around the barges. This is done so that the ice expansion loads do not
damage the barges and puncture them. Jensen Construction has reported ice to be 5-inches thick in some
spots. The floating ice jams or large pieces of ice create hazardous unsafe conditions. It can take less than 10
minutes to develop frostbite on any exposed skin working in subzero temperatures. 

Do you have any questions regarding the Pierre-Ft. Pierre Bridge Construction Project?
Please email us at bridgeinfo@projectsolutionsinc.com 

Ice in the river prevents work from being able to be performed. When the ice at the bridge has cleared out,
large ice jams upstream are a serious concern because if they move out to the channel and float down, they get
caught on the existing bridge creating a blockade between land and the work area.  

Ice jams occur when floating river ice accumulates at a natural or man-made feature that interrupts the flow of
the ice downstream with the river current. Ice jams reduce the flow of the river like a dam and cause upstream
flooding. When an ice jam releases it is an outburst of water and ice that has accumulated from the ice jam
obstruction.

Daily progression of ice build-up - Pierre side
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